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It is shown how an CLDOR technique based upon spin echoes and rapid stepping of the magnetic field mrty be cm- 
ployed to measure rotariowl correlation times, TR for very slow motions. Experiments on PD-Tempone in 85% &~erol/ 
D20 at low rempcmtures led to TR KIIUCS of lOA to 10e5 s obtained with a simple annlysis of the data. 

Electron-electron double resonance (ELDOR) is a 
useful technique for studying cross-relasation pheno- 
mena [I.?]. While it has typically been applied in the 
past as a cw technique [Z 1, pulsed ELDOR is relatively 
unexplored [3,4]_ We wish to describe here an ELDOR 
technique based upon spin echoes which may effec- 
tively be used in the study of slow motions. 

The use of cw ELDOR for the study of slow mo- 
tions was suggested some time ago by Bruno and Freed 
[5 1. and detailed cw studies and analysis have been 
performed by Hyde and Dalton [6-S]. The use of spin 
echoes in such studies has also been suggested previous- 
ly [9]_ The advantages of an echo technique are (1) 
the absence of the radiation fields (as well as any dc 
field modulation) during the evolution time of the 
spins and the (rotational) diffusion of the molecules, 
(2) the cancellation of effects of inhomogeneous 
broadening. and (3) the direct measurement of relaxa- 
tion rates rather than just their ratios are obtained by 
cw ELDOR. Thus (1) pennits a much simpler theo- 
retical analysis (in terms of the stochastic Liouville 
equation [9- 143) while (2) suggests greater accuracy 
in data analysis (without having to resort to deutera- 
tion of spin labels) [12,15] and (3) removes the need 
for additional techniques. 

The precise technique that we have employed is a 
stepped-field method [ 161 in canjunction with a con- 
ventional three-pulse 1 SO”--7t -90”-~2-1SO”-~2 se- 
quence (spin-echo STELDOR). The first 1 SO0 pulse 
inverts the magnetization at one resonant field Ho. in 
the spectrum. Then Ho is rapidly stepped by AHo to a 

new region of the spectrum. and the 90”-ISO” pulses 
are applied to yield the usual echo at time 5--, after 
the last lSO” pulse. The timing of the various pulses is 
shown in fig. la. In this experiment -rl is varied, while 
TV is maintained at a fixed value_ The echo amplitude. 
as a function of r1 gives the variation of the spin mag- 
netization at the spectral region Ho + AHO due to in- 
itial inversion of the spins at Ho (Salikhov [ 171 and co- 
workers are using a similar technique)_ It is thus a direct 
measure of transfer of spin polarization_ 

Our electron-spin-echo (ESE) spectrometer is 
described elsewhere [ 15,l S] _ Stepped magnetic fields 
in the 1ocaJ region of the ESR sample were produced 
by a coil wound on the inside tube of a variable tem- 
perature dewar cavity insert_ The geometry of this 
coil was chosen to keep its capacitance low. and it was 
epotied firmly to the dewar to eliminate mechanical 
vibration during the application of current_ A specially 
constructed pulsed current supply provided the current 
for driving the coil. It was driven by a variable width 
and amplitude pulse from a pulse generator triggered by 
the ESE spectrometer. Several precautions were taken 
to reduce the rise time of the pulse to a minimum. They 
include (i) adjusting the rise and fall times of the pulse 
generator to match the characteristics of the pulsed cur- 
rent supply; (ii) selecting a suitable RC combination on 
the input of the supply to initially overdrive its transis- 
tors; (iii) powering the circuit with two 12 V storage 
batteries; (iv) locating the current pulsing circuit close 
(= 10 cm) to the coil. A typical STELDOR fieid pulse 
is shown in fig. lb. Current pulses with a risetime of 
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a STEPPED FIELD ELDDS PULSE SEQUENCE 
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I-IF. 1. (a) Pui~c l qucnccs for rile ctcppcd fidd ELDOR clec- 
wou spin cchu cupurimcm. Tlw tirst n pulse is applied BI Ho 
nnd the z/2. z puiccs at lie + MI. The obscrwd rcho is rccord- 

cd J, J fu~ic~iwi of rhr: time bcwccn 1hc md of the firs1 n pulse 

Jmi a/2 pulw usmg tlic borior signal garr set 31 the mxsimum 
ech inlahily LIIU! tiw lxhcliuc ptc ur u point irrcr on tile 

~wp. (I?) The rlcppcci 1IlJ~nc~iC field ils reprcscmcd by liie 
currcm hruugh tiic STELDOR coil and measured across a 
22 mZ? rcsirtor in rcrics \\ilh the coil. The risctimc (to 90F 
of rhc pwk vhw) iz ~100 ns and the kiltimc L~J.IS. Hi&- 
frcqucncy orciiinhur in ~110 during the first 2 ps impeded 
rile nhwrwlion of an echo 31 rimes C2 ps omo tile srep. 

100 ns could bc produced. but the characteristics of 
rhc turn-off are much poorer. This dictated that the 
field-slep be turned on after the first I SO0 pulse and be 
maim;lined during the 90°-r7 - lSO”-r2 sequence. 

We show in fig. 2 the echo%,duced ESR spectrum 
from ;I 5 X 10eA bl sample of PD Tempone in 85% 
Slycerol+ -DzO at -86OC. (A simple two-pulse 90”- 
I SO” sequence was used with T = 250 ns). This has the 
appearance of a rigid-limit cw ESR absorption spectrum 
[ 111. which is insensitive to residual rotational motion 
of the probe. Typical spin-echo STELDOR results are 
shown in fig. 3 for various temperatures. For these 
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Fig. 2. Echo amplitude spectrum from B fised 900-r-1 80” 
Pulsr scqucncr of 0.5 ml1 PD tempone in glycerol&-DZO 
ui -86DC as u function of liar externally sppiicd HO mugnctic 
tieid strcnpth (rchtivc IO the point of mrximum echo intcn- 

shy taken as If0 = 0). 

cases Ho = -22.5 C (cf. fig. 2) while AHo = 23.5 G. 
The 1 SO” inverting pulse width is 60 ns (corresponding 
to an alpcroge rotating Hl = 3 G). A variety of tests were 
conducted to assure that these signals were not instru- 
nlental artifacts. Data are shown in fig. 3 only for 71 
B 4 ps. because, even though the rise of the field step 
is alO0 ns, there is a severe attenuation of the echo in- 
tensity when the 90” pulse is started earlier than 2 ps 
after the step. This could be due to high-frequency 
transients in the field during the initial “ring-time” 
(cf. fig. 1 b). 

The characteristic feature of all the curves in fig. 3 
is rbe initial decrease in signal to a minimum followed 
by a slower return to an equilibrium value. This shape 
is consistent with a model in which a portion of the 
spin inversion at Ho = -22.5 C is transferred to the 

Ho+“o = 0 G region, and then it relaxes back to 
equilibrium. The transfer of spin polarization would 
be due to rotational reorientation. while electron-spin 
T1 processes would then restore the spins to equili- 
brium. A thorough theoretical analysis of this experi- 
ment can be provided by the methods given elsewhere 
[ 14,19]. Instead of this time-consuming and arduous 
analysis, we present here a simplified approach, which 
may be expected to give correct order-of-magnitude 
estimates of TR, the rotational correlation time. 

First we note that cw ESR spectra of PD Tempone in 
85% glycerol have been previously fit to a model of 
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Fig. 3. Stepped field ELDOR echo amplitude versus time in ps between the fist 1 80° pulse and the 90° pulse for a 05 mhf 
PD tempone in 85% glycerol-da -D20 at (a) -73. @) -93. (c) -103, and (d) -124% The circles represent a seven point smooth- 
ing of the &ta obtained by avemging of (45-180) X 10’ pulse sequences. The solid line is the best non-linear last+quares 
fit to the data. 

moderate-to-large angle jumps [20]. The limiting case serve the direct spin inversion effect in the region Ho 
of large angle jumps would imply that a rotational jump 
at rate T~I would occur to all angles on the unit sphere 

5* 0 G that is initially produced by the first 180° pulse. 
It is distinguished by the miniium signal occuring at 

with equal probability, independent of initial angle. 71 = 0.) We therefore invoke the theory previously 
We find that to within a factor of 4, the same ELDGR given for time-dependent slow-motional ELDOR 19, 
effect is observed as AH0 is varied from +28 to MO G lo] in the strong-jump and very slow motional limit. 
(keeping Ho + AHo = 0 G), and this is consistent with In this limit, we find that the orientation-dependent 
large angle jumps. (For I AH0 I< 10 G one begins to ob- echo-signal, AS@, t) at Euler angles specified by Szi 
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due to initially trrsdlating at Ri is given by: 0 15 

AS(,O_i. f) c: (--l;Sn’)(esp(-“‘OOf) 

+esp(-lV’f)[S7;%(_0 - 5-$‘i, - 11;. (1) 

~hcre x’on - t - T-’ . w’ = q’ + ‘R1 _ and 6 (52, - I+) 
IS rhe Dirx delta function’. Here T, is the rlectron- 

spin T, 11 hich is largely independent of orientation_ 

Thw.. if Ri f R, one 11x.: 

.S(5+ f) = (-11:S;;))[e~pC-\“0Of) - esp(-w’r)) . 

-O__i f -r 
J . (3 

Eq. (2 ) clemly sl~ows that there will be a non-neghgible 

effect only if TR is not inucli longer than T, _ Iii sctual 

fasr. a range of -O-i are affected by the first lSOO pulse. 

N htle the dercctirig pulses ‘-observe” a rxlge of _i_ 

Thus we illrl> write: 

00 1 1 , I I I 

-130 -120 -110 -100 -90 -80 . 
TEMPERATURE (“Cl 

50 

x [e-\p(-“‘,j,,ri ) - exp(-w’r, )I; . g. + Tij . 

where S,(5$. T2 
(3) 

) measures the echo signal from a con- 

xentional 90°-- , , - 1 SOD-~, sequence that arises from 

the ,tpprolxiate &ge of or&rations centered about 

Ri. I\!so. C(Gi. aj) is a factor determined by the range 

of orientations centered about -o_i whose spins .ne 

imtlall~ inverted and the range about ~j whose spins 

.n-e “observed”. It is both a11 instrumental factor via 

ff, (and its inhomogeneit?_ oxer the sample) and a 

function of rhc spectral lineshape of fig. 7. This fxtor 

c3n be removed from the analysis by solving for i1 n,ti, 

SUCll tkir S(C;_ i I _ T?) is a minimum. One easily ob- 

tains: 

1 I 0 I I I 
45 50 55 60 65 70 

TEMPERATURE-’ (K-lx Id, 

Fig. 1. (a) lIean values of w,,-,(m) and II*‘(O) in us-t _ The solid 
lines are dra\xn to yide rhe eye. (b) Arrhenius plot of IR in 

fls versus inverse temperature in 103K-‘. 

hl( 1 + T, /TK) = il_lllifl/TR . (3) 

.;\lSO, Olle finds IIl~r ‘1 lllill is accurately determined 

from the e~perimental’ddta. Eq. (4) plus independent 

measurements of T, . utking strong irradiating pulses 
of con\-enrional 1 SO”-90°-1 SO0 sequences (without 
field stepping) [9_10.15.19] can then be employed to 

obtain iR_ These results can be independently verified 
by means of a non-linear least-squares fit of the data to 

eq. (3) IO obtain the r&e constants directly_ 
z 
’ The opposite lixnir of brortnian reorientation is characterized 

b> .I sum over msny exponential decays with rate constants 
-1 

” IA_ = Tl + L(L + 1)/6rR for integer L ranging from zero 
to infimt> [9.10]. 

Results covering the temperature range of -73°C 

IO - 124’C are shown in fig. 4 for ~~~~~ IV’, and TR. We 

found that C(X-+, Qj) =Z 0.06 consistent with the fact 

that only a weak region of the low-field transition was 

observed (neglecting any effects of nuclear-spin flips). 

The estimates of TR range from 10-s to 10d4 s, a time 

regime previously accessible only by cw saturation 

transfer techniques [6,21]. Below -124°C the echo 

signals become weak, so it becomes difficult to mea- 
sure the ELDOR effect. We expect that, as the techni- 

ques are perfected, rR = 1 0m3 s should be accessible 

to study. In order to measure TR values significantly 
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faster than 1O-5 s it will be necessary to “stabilize” 
the stepped field in times much shorter than 2ps, so 
that shorter TL values may be used. This latter require- 
ment would also be necessary to extend the method 
to motionally narrowed spectra, wherein one would 
study cross-relaxation and nuclear spin relaxation rates 
rather than -ri’ [l-4]. 

The results on rR in fig- 4b are significantly faster 
than those obtained from a simple extrapolation of the 
motionally-narrowed results [20] utilizing an 
Arrhenius plot with activation energy Ea = 15.2 kcalj 
mole (or with a temperature dependent Ea that in- 
creases with l/T) [22]_ Instead, we obtain from fig. 
4: E, = 2.1 kcal/mole (and 7R = 5 X IO-* s) in the 
very slow motional regime studied here. Recent hydro- 
dynamic theories [23.24] predict a saturation effect 
on the increase in rR with l/T in the very viscous lim- 
it (i.e. rR is approaching 911 asymptotic value indepen- 
dent of temperature) with some supporting observd- 
tions reported on other systems [Xl. and this could 
be compatible with an apparently small Ea. but further 
work of this type would be required to adequately 
explore this possibility 77 _ 

In summary, spin-echo ELDOR shows considerable 
potential for the direct measurement of rotational cor- 
relation times for very slowly rotating spin labels and 
probes. Simple analysis of the data allows approximate 
estimates, while the more complete theory [14,19], 
including full description of the microscopic model 
and the inclusion of effects of nuclear spin flips. can 
be performed to obtain accurate microscbpic data. 
Improvements in experimental techniques to allow 
rapid “jumps” between pumping and observing spec- 
tral regions, to provide a more homogeneous micro- 
wave field over the sampie, and general improvements 
in ESE methods can be expected to extend this poten- 
tial. 

We wish to thank Drs. V.S.S. Sastry and Uzi Eliav 
as well as G. Millhauser and L.J. Schwartz for their 
considerable help with this project. This research was 

fi One can estimate, for our viscousand dilute samples, the 
role of intermolecular spin-relatition processes such as 
electron-spin eschange and electron spin dipole-dipole in- 
teractions in the transfer of spin polarization. One finds 
they are of negligible importance [utiliziqn Stokes- 
Einstein (SE) model] compared to the direct effect of the 
molecular rotation. However, thii is best checked esperi- 
mentally by performin: concentmtiondepcndent studies. 
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